
MEETING NEEDS IN NAYARIT  
Luis (pictured with OTB's Jalisco
Kitchen Manager Geraldo) learned
about Outside the Bowl's Super
Kitchen at a presenta on where our
solu on to food insecurity was
shared. He quickly realized that the
kitchen could really meet the needs of
some of his hungriest students. 

Out of the 300 students, 150 of them
come from families that are able to
provide. 100 students have enough to
eat on a daily basis. Luis' concern was
for the 50 students who daily went
without food. Compelled, Luis knew
he had to do something.

"Most of these kids show up with no
lunch, no money, with nothing. We are Chris ans and we feel called to do something for
them because we believe if they don't eat, they are not going to learn. If they are not
going to learn, they will be on the streets doing something wrong," Yolanda shares.

For 50 students in Nayarit, Mexico, futures will forever be different because they are
receiving an education and meals served with love. 

Read the complete story on Outside the Bowl's blog.

PROGRESS IN PAARL  
By Curtis McMaster

Outside the Bowl is expanding its
reach in new and innova ve ways to
solve hunger in local communi es.
Paarl, South Africa is home to an OTB
Super Kitchen which is distribu ng
more than our standard hot meals.
VitaKids is a nutrient packed meal
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which when you add hot or cold water
turns into a tasty porridge. For
programs that are too far away to
receive the benefits of our hot meals,
porridge is a great solu on. In
addi on to 13,500 meals produced by
our kitchen in March, 20,000 VitaKids
Porridge packs were sent out to
preschools and early childhood
development programs. This product
is proving to be very successful in
aiding our mission to nourish the poor
both spiritually and physically. 

Mark Maingard shares, "The
(preschool) principals have advised us
that because we supply them with the
meals they have more me to spend

with the kiddies as they don't have to prepare the meals which means more individual
attention is given to the children." 

Because of your support, we are able to con nue building upon our goal to reach the
hungry and strengthen local communities.  

OUTSIDE THE BOWL'S IMPACT
OTB's vision is a world where all
children are physically and spiritually
nourished. Did you know that OTB's
impact goes beyond ge ng food to
hungry children? We're actually
making an impact on three dis nct
segments of society: children,
ministry partners, and local
communities.
 
Because of OTB Super Kitchens, once a
day thousands of children are
receiving hot, nutri ous meals. These
meals are purchased (at an affordable
rate) by local ministries. By sourcing
their meals from OTB, we see their
efforts mul plied. This financial
transac on bolsters the local

economy.
 
Our theory of change is explained in our annual report (releasing this month). For now, you
can learn more about how we're moving toward reaching our end goal by visi ng
outsidethebowl.org/impact.          

Our team around the world is truly inspiring. They con nue to think through new ideas to
increase produc on, to reach new ministry partners, and to feed the hungry ... body and
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soul.   

Thank you for being a part of that team!  

With JOY, 

The OTB Global Family 

Learn how you can support Outside the Bowl here. 

Stay connected on our social sites:
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